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We live at an exciting time where software has become a
dominant aspect of our everyday life. Although software
provides opportunities for improving various aspects of our
society, it also presents many challenges. One of them is
development, deployment and sustaining of high quality
software on a broad scale. While agile methods (Scrum
being one of the most prominent examples) ease the process, their popularity deteriorates the clarity and simplicity
they were once meant to bring into software development.
This article explores the synergy of Scrum and Essence, a
domain model of software engineering processes, intending to become a common ground for software development
methods, bringing clarity into the composition of methods
from individual practices. This short communication motivates the interplay of Scrum and Essence, being accompanied with a set of videotutorials and 21 Scrum Essential
cards to further guide more eﬀective team’s way of working.
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INTRODUCTION

Essence describes the essential elements of any software development and helps teams understand where they are,
what is missing or what needs to be addressed [1, 2, 3]. Essence is method-agnostic and unites the myriad of disconnected, conﬂicting, costly, contradictory and transitory methods and practices that exist in most large organizations.
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Essence leverages the fact that the software world needs an ecosystem from which teams could select the practices
they need to succeed in their mission to develop software. And in this way it complements the works on situational
method engineering, which focus on the in-house construction of an organization-speciﬁc or project-speciﬁc methodological approach [4].
In the Essence view, every method is a composition of a set of reusable ‘mini-methods’, or practices. Examples
of such practices are user story, component-based development, test-driven design, continuous integration, pair programming, self-organizing teams. Through Essence, we envision that all useful practices should be made available in
an ecosystem. As teams would use the practices, they would also provide feedback to improve them, and possibly
replace them with better practices.
Today, outside Essence, there are a big number of methods in the world. However, teams can hardly mix and match
practices from diﬀerent methods, because practices are presented in a way speciﬁc for the method they belong to.
They use speciﬁc vocabulary and structure, preventing teams from reusing practices from diﬀerent methods. The
practices are locked into their methods, in method prisons [5].
The ﬁrst step towards our open ecosystem is a standard vocabulary of what software engineering is and a standard
way of describing what is important about a method and its practices so that teams could be sure that the practices
they selected are managed by an open community of competent individuals, instead of being under the control of
a guru. Such a standard, a widely-agreed upon platform/foundation, a common ground, or as we say a kernel was
developed over ﬁve years with participation of about a hundred method experts resulting in Essence [1, 2], in 2014
adopted by Object Management Group (OMG).
Since then, Essence has been establishing itself as a domain model of software engineering processes, intending
to become a common ground for all software development methods, to be used to describe any method or practice
used to develop or operate software. And the growing world of agile methods is no exception [6, 7, 8].

FIGURE 1

The progress of an endeavor in terms of alpha states over time (from iteration 1 to 3)

In this article, we share how Scrum can be leveraged with the help of Essence, building synergy between the two
concepts. To this end, we brieﬂy introduce the key ideas, and then demonstrate the beneﬁts of combining Scrum with
Essence, resulting in an improved way of working, planning and tracking team’s progress within software development.
This short communication is then complemented with a series of Better Scrum through Essence blog posts [9, 10] and
videotutorials [11, 12, 13], where we have elaborated on the presented idea.
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THE ESSENCE OF ESSENCE

Essence is many things, dependent on who you are. For a software practitioner, Essence provides a language for
deﬁning practices with just a few diﬀerent kinds of elements. The key element is the concept of an alpha, described
in this section together with additional language constructs needed for proper capturing of practices.

2.1

| The seven kernel Alphas

To be successful with a software product, getting the right software system, one needs to understand the value it
will provide, to whom it will provide value, and what that means in terms of requirements. One also needs to set up
a project with a functioning team doing work, while providing the team with an eﬃcient way of working. Software
engineering is multi-dimensional. We identiﬁed seven dimensions, the alphas, as prevalent in any endeavor. They are
deﬁned as part of the Essence kernel.
Related to the customer
1)

Opportunity: There is a problem or an Opportunity to address

2)

Stakeholders: There are Stakeholders who will fund, use and beneﬁt from the solution produced

Related to the solution
3)

Requirements: There are certain Requirements to be met

4)

Software System: There’ll be a Software System to develop

Related to the endeavor
5)

Work: We need to kick oﬀ the Work to be done

6)

Team: We need an empowered Team of competent people to perform the work

7)

Way of Working: The team needs a good, responsive Way of Working
Typical for an alpha is that it has clearly deﬁned states and during its lifetime it progresses from state to state.

During an iteration, many alphas, sometimes all of them, will progress from one set of states to another set of states,
as shown in Figure 1. In the ﬁgure, the left radar diagram shows the states of the kernel alphas before start of iteration
1. The right diagram shows the states after iteration 3.
Such a set of states is called a wave, so the endeavor moves in waves and for each wave there must be some
kind of balance in how far each alpha has progressed. For instance, if in one wave you just moved along one alpha,
for instance only creating code on the Software System alpha, you may be building code that doesn’t give any value,
code not of interest to the stakeholders, with a team that doesn’t collaborate well.

2.2

| Essence is more than the alphas

Since Essence is a standard, it clearly cannot contain speciﬁcs of practices. It does though describe additional language
constructs beyond the concept of alphas, to be able to describe speciﬁc practices. The main types of item are:
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1.

Alphas, the key elements essential to an assessment of the project’s progress and health

2.

Work Products, the things that get produced like documents or code

3.

Activities, the work to be done like Sprint Planning or a Daily Scrum

4.

Patterns, for describing other things and their relationships, like roles or general principles
For more speciﬁc examples of Essence and its usage, see [1, 2, 12]. In the following, we elaborate on two use

cases speciﬁc to the value of Essence in the context of Scrum.
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APPLYING ESSENCE FOR SCRUM

When Jeﬀ Sutherland, the co-creator of Scrum, ﬁrst encountered Essence, he described it as a way “to create a
simple glossary of the events, roles and artifacts of the Scrum framework”, which is what was needed to more easily
and concisely describe Scrum.
The ﬁrst attempt of studying how Essence can power Scrum has been made in [14]. Recently, however, we have
elaborated on the topic via introducing a set of 21 cards supporting better Scrum through Essence [15], together with
a series of videotutorials on the topic [11, 12, 13].
Overall, development teams can beneﬁt from the synergy thanks to improved ways of learning new practices and
enhancing training events, team retrospectives improving the team’s way of working, planning activities while eﬃciently coordinating the team and other stakeholders, agreeing on responsibilities within the team and with external
stakeholders, tracking progress of the key items under development, and determining the current status of the endeavor [15]. In this section, we elaborate on two use cases of Essence support of Scrum, to demonstrate the synergy
between the two.

3.1

| Use a practice

Practices and methods have been used since the early days of software engineering. Back then, they were tacit,
not explicit, had no description, and during the last 50 years there have been periods when the method authors
and software-engineering leaders were advocating documenting them, followed by periods when they recommended
them being tacit and presented to the teams by coaches with similar traditions. Today, the leading methods for
scaling agile advocate some form of descriptions motivated by consistent application when using the practices over
many teams. The need for consistency in usage is one of the reasons for Essence:
1.

Up until now every method author/guru has come up with his/her own way of describing practices. 20 years ago
the fashion was to write lengthy descriptions, sometimes even books, on each practice. Nowadays, descriptions
are brief, sometimes with very little content, but nevertheless each author has a special way of doing it. The
serious problem is that you cannot mix and match practices from diﬀerent methods in a simple way. With Essence
we have a simple, standard way of describing practices eliminating that problem.

2.

Describing too much or describing too little is not useful. With Essence the descriptions focus on what is needed
to be understood to support team work. More knowledge may be needed, but knowing the essentials is the start.

3.

Learning practices from papers or books has traditionally not attracted more than a small fraction of the user
community. Essence provides a modern user experience based on poker-card sized cards1 used to play serious

1 The

examples shown in this paper have been based on physical cards but we have also worked on an electronic online environment for teams to share,
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games which makes the learning experience naturally attractive. Using cards is not a new idea, but Essence cards
have deep meaning which helps you better understand the key concepts and to play many practical games, e.g.
to help the team agree on the progress within the project, guiding them to use the practices [16, 17].
Essence provides use cases for teaching, describing, modifying practices, but one of its most important use cases
is Using a Practice in daily work.

Describe a Practice
Thus, most modern methods advocate some form of descriptions to ensure consistent use of practices. Essence
supports doing that in a way adopted as a standard.

FIGURE 2

Scrum – the big picture

As of today, December 2020, Ivar Jacobson International has described around 90 practices and of those published close to 30 on its web site using Essence as a vocabulary and created cards for all essential elements [3]. We say
we have essentialized these practices. One of the most well-known practices of all times is Scrum, which is described
as in Figure 2 by one of its co-creators, Jeﬀ Sutherland.
Together with Jeﬀ Sutherland this practice has been essentialized, resulting in 21 cards representing Scrum Essentials, as shown in Figure 3.
The cards are grouped in four categories, each category being represented by its own icon. The alpha icon looks
like a stylized alpha or like a ﬁsh, the work product looks like a sheet with a folded corner, the activity looks as an
arrow and the pattern icon is a rectangle with a broken line through its centre.
1.

The alpha cards, which represent the alphas the team works with during an endeavor. Scrum has three alphas:
Product Backlog Item, Improvement and Sprint. Each alpha has a series of states deﬁned, for example the Sprint
alpha progresses through three states: Scheduled, Planned and Reviewed.

2.

The work product cards, which represent the tangible elements, such as reports or documents, that you work with
when using Scrum. Scrum provides ﬁve work products, one of which is the Product Backlog. Work products are
related to an alpha and in this case we can see at the bottom of the card that it describes the Requirements alpha.
Work products have a number of levels of detail described and in this case it has just one, that of Items Ordered.
The individual items on this Product Backlog are represented with an alpha, the Product Backlog Item, as we want

explore and work with practices. More info at https://whyessence.ivarjacobson.com.
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FIGURE 3

Scrum Essentials represented as cards

to progress and track them.
3.

The activity cards, which represent activities, the things to do during an endeavor. Scrum has ﬁve activities, one
of them being Daily Scrum. An activity can be deﬁned by the alpha states or work product levels of detail that it
expects before starting, and that result from performing the activity. In this case the Daily Scrum activity ensures
that the Work should be in the Under Control state, and that the Sprint Backlog should be at the Forecast level of
detail or beyond. An activity card also speciﬁes which competencies – the star icons in the activities in Figure 3
– are needed to do the job.

4.

The pattern cards are represented by the two columns on the right in Figure 3. A pattern is a generic mechanism
for describing other elements and their relationships. Scrum provides two kinds of patterns – principles, such as
Cross-Functional Team, and roles, such as Scrum Master.
In his blog [9] Jeﬀ Sutherland says: “I use the cards in many of my Scrum training courses today and they prove to

be very popular with both students and training partners. The cards add exercises and interactive games to enhance
the learning experience. Teams often represent their actual work items with the cards or sticky notes. These are
placed on their team boards to visualize, prioritize, track and make decisions about the work. Using the cards as a
means of representing key parts of Scrum gives the team the facility to work better together as a team.”
The use of the cards constantly reveals impediments. After a ‘Build Your Own Scrum’ exercise with thousands of
workshop participants we ﬁnd on average that teams implement only about a third of the components of Scrum well,
another third are implemented poorly, and the last third are not implemented at all. It clariﬁes why many teams have
hard, slow, and painful Scrums even though Scrum is designed to be fast, easy and fun [13].

From Descriptions to Usage
Until now descriptions of practices have for most methods just served one use case – teaching a practice. This is
not the case with essentialized practices. Thanks to the alphas with states and checklists, the practice is coming alive
every time you use it. The cards can for instance be played as the way to agree on the progress of the project, in
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waves from states to states with engaged teams. The other kinds of cards can also be used in other games [16, 17]
which we will now see in another example.

3.2

| Assess the Use of a Practice

In the old days of software engineering, playing games when developing software was not seen as a serious activity.
Modern software development has gamiﬁed much of the work because of the value it gives to engage the team
members and to enable them to collaborate in a better and structured way.
With every practice several useful games can be played, so playing games is a natural use case of Essence. The
cards invite the team members to have serious conversations on important subjects related to their practice. There
are numerous such placeholders for conversations when the cards are used to play games. For instance, the alpha
state cards have checklists to discuss; every check is discussed to agree on the meaning and then if the check has
been achieved or not. To further illustrate the value of games we will play one of the many practice-based games –
the Practice Patience game.
An important part of Scrum is for the team to regularly inspect itself and create a plan for improvements. This
team game utilises the Essence cards to identify and prioritize these improvements, and in this example we will do it
for how the team uses the Scrum practice itself, but it would be equally eﬀective for any practice.

FIGURE 4

Scrum cards laid out on the Practice Patience board
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FIGURE 5

1.

The Practice Patients game with problem comments and improvement actions

Create a board as suggested by Figure 4. The vertical axis is how important it is to the team. The horizontal axis
is how well the team feel they perform that concept.

2.

Lay out the cards from the practice on the board, discussing and moving the cards as a team

3.

The cards at the top right are the ones for the team to focus on as they are considered important with the most
room for improvement. If there are many cards in that area then the team can prioritize them to focus their eﬀorts.

4.

Finally the team discuss the nature of each problem and come up with some improvement actions which can be
taken into the next Sprint Planning. See Figure 5. A column on the right-hand side is created to guide improvement
actions rather than just talk about the problems faced.
This organised retrospective game can help teams who are fairly new to Scrum or for experienced teams who

perhaps have not looked back at the essentials in a while. It also prompts teams to take action and plan in their
improvements.
Although only a glimpse of better Scrum through Essence can be presented in this short communication, we invite
you to learn more about the topic via blog posts [9, 10] and videotutorials [11, 12, 13] we have prepared on the topic
to guide software engineers through freeing Scrum and other agile practices from method prisons.
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DISCUSSION

The value proposition of Essence for Scrum is broad and diverse as it provides many complementary advantages to a
range of stakeholders. In summary, let us consider Essence from a number of these diﬀerent perspectives.
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Individuals gain the ability to see the big picture of software engineering that will always be useful to them
throughout their career, even as speciﬁc practices change and evolve around them.
Teams are able to ﬂexibly mix and match practices from a number of sources that suit their situation and needs.
Crucially this guidance focuses the team on the essential items and provides actionable advice in the form of simple
checklists to guide and measure progress. The card-based nature enables the whole team to be involved in bringing
their practices to life and reasoning and improving their way of working through serious games.
Teams of Teams can improve their overall performance by having clear and shared practices for coordinating teams
where it matters, while still allowing the ﬂexibility for local practices within the teams. New practices that have been
pioneered and proven in some of their teams can then be shared and used by the other teams. Having a common way
of seeing and measuring progress gives a clear view of status across all the dimensions that are important for success.
Organisations have the opportunity for lean and agile governance, where the teams transparently apply the states
and checklists to their work, avoiding much overhead and non-value-add bureaucracy. The common language and
way of thinking about process makes it easier to form teams and have them coordinate with others. The organisation
can still have common practices without being constrained within a one-size ﬁts all process. This allows for industry
standard process frameworks that can evolve on their own over time, practice by practice, as the organisation learns
from within and from the outside world.
Coaches and Service Providers gain some common ways of expressing, teaching and putting their ideas into
practice. Essence enables this knowledge to be plugged into an industry standard framework for context and for composing with other practices. For coaches, working with the practices and games helps them foster team understanding
and application, giving structure to their services and ensuring the knowledge sticks long after they have gone.
Finally, Industry as a whole beneﬁts from having for the ﬁrst time a common ground of elements to use and
a common language to express practices, all focussed on the essentials. This makes it easier to compare, mix and
improve practices from various sources and make them available to others. This will accelerate the learning and
sharing cycles across organisations and liberate the learning and knowledge from around the world. Academia gains
the same structure with Essence to help with research and share ﬁndings, while students of the future will hit the
ground running in their new jobs, holistically understanding what is important, and speaking and thinking with the
same common language.
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CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have explored the synergy of Scrum and Essence, via their essential concepts and use cases, to
re-introduce the clarity into planning, tracking and working on complex software projects. This short communication
is further accompanied with a set of videotutorials and 21 Scrum Essential cards that turned out to be an extremely
useful tool available for participants of Scrum workshops to represent their understanding of Scrum, the missing or
suboptimal pieces in their implementation of Scrum, and their path towards a higher performing Scrum.
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